Abstract. We describe efforts towards getting better resources for EnglishArabic machine translation of spoken text. In particular, we look at movie subtitles as a unique, rich resource, as subtitles in one language often get translated into other languages. Movie subtitles are not new as a resource and have been explored in previous research; however, here we create a much larger bi-text (the biggest to date), and we further generate better quality alignment for it. Given the subtitles for the same movie in different languages, a key problem is how to align them at the fragment level. Typically, this is done using length-based alignment, but for movie subtitles, there is also time information. Here we exploit this information to develop an original algorithm that outperforms the current best subtitle alignment tool, subalign. The evaluation results show that adding our bi-text to the IWSLT training bi-text yields an improvement of over two BLEU points absolute.
Introduction
Statistical machine translation (SMT) research is continually improving in an attempt to produce systems to meet the ever-increasing demand for accessibility to content in foreign languages. SMT requires a substantial amount of parallel bi-text in order to build a translation model and unfortunately, such bi-text resources are very limited. Moreover, automatic bi-text alignment is a challenging task.
Existing parallel corpora are mostly derived from specialized domains such as administrative, technical and legislation documents [11] . These documents often only cover few widely spoken languages or languages that are either regionally or culturally related. Interestingly, with the huge demand for movie subtitles, movie subtitles online databases are among the fastest growing sources of multilingual data. Many users provide these subtitles for free online in a variety of languages through download services. Subtitles are made available in plain text with a common format to help with rendering the text segments accordingly.
They are usually created to fit pirated copies of copyright-protected movies shared by organized groups, so their use in research could be deemed to be a positive side effect of the Internet movie-piracy scene [16] . Moreover, the use of these subtitles enables low-cost alignment of multilingual corpora by utilising one of their features, which is temporal indexing of subtitle segments. This approach has created opportunities to align specific language pairs that are difficult to align using the traditional methods or that are of generally scarce resources.
Because of the inherent nature of movie dialogue, subtitles differ from other parallel resources in several aspects. They are mostly transcriptions of material that is often spontaneous speech, which may contain considerable slang language, idiomatic expressions and also fragmental spoken utterances rather than complete grammatical sentences-such material is commonly summarized instead of being literally transcribed. Since these subtitles are user-generated, the translations are free, incomplete and affected by cultural differences. Rephrasing and compression degrees vary between different languages and depend on subtitling traditions. Subtitles also arbitrarily include some information such as the movie title, subtitle author/translator details and trailers. They may also contain translations of visual information such as sign languages. Certain versions of subtitles are especially compiled for the hearing-impaired to include extra information about other, non-spoken sounds such as background noise and, therefore contain material not related to the speech. Furthermore, subtitles must be short enough to fit the screen in a readable manner and to span for a limited time, which creates variable segmentations between languages.
The subtitle languages available differ from one movie to another. Here we are interested in movie subtitles that exist in both English and Arabic. Arabic is a widely-spoken language with 300 million native speakers (and another 120+ million non-native speakers), and has an official status in 28 countries (third in that respect, after English and French). Yet, the digital presence of Arabic is relatively low, compared to what one should expect given the number of speakers. Still, according to web traffic analytics, search queries for Arabic subtitles and traffic from the Arabic region is relatively very high.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 offers an overview of related work. Section 3 presents our fragment-alignment method. Section 4 describes the experiments and the evaluation results. Section 5 concludes with general discussion and points to possible directions for future work.
Related Work
There is a body of literature about building multilingual parallel corpora from movie subtitles [33, 15] . Tiedemann has put a lot of efforts in this direction and has made substantial contributions for aligning movie subtitles [25, 26, 27] . Initially, he gathered bi-texts for 59 languages in his OpenSubtitles2013 corpus, which was obtained from 308,000 subtitles files of around 18,900 movies downloaded from OpenSubtitles.org, one of the free online databases of movie subtitles.
For alignment, Tiedemann, started with the traditional approach of lengthbased sentence alignment [5] using sentence boundaries tagged in an earlier stage. This is based on the idea that sentences are linguistically-driven elements and, thus, it would be more appropriate to process them using linguistic features rather than merely aligning subtitles appearing simultaneously on the screen. Nonetheless, there are many untranslated parts of the movie for reasons discussed earlier. The initial results were unsatisfactory.
In follow-up work, Tiedemann took another approach based on the time overlap of subtitle fragments between different languages and made explicit use of the available time information. He also took into account that one subtitle segment can be matched to multiple segments in the target language. This yielded significant improvements. However, some movies in the evaluation set yielded noticeably low matching ratios, which was due to time offsets between subtitles synchronized to different versions of the movie, which consequently radically affected the score even for a slight shift.
In order to find the right offset and to synchronize two subtitle files, a reference point is required. Tiedemann used cognates between the source and the target subtitle languages as a reference point to calculate the offset where the resulting matches ratio is below a certain threshold. A problem with this approach is that, depending on the language pair, false hit cognates may be used and may instead affect the performance drastically. This approach may not work for English-Arabic anyway due to the lack of enough cognates (cognates are relatively hard to find due to the different writing scripts used). Another approach is to use language dictionaries, which are expensive to build and are also languagedependent, although they do yield better results than the cognate approach.
Volk and Harder [30] built their Swedish-Danish corpus by first manually translating Swedish subtitles of English TV programmes with the help of trained translators using specified guidelines and, in the process, adding appropriate time information for the translations. Subsequently, Danish translators used the Swedish subtitle files as a template and added their translations of the Swedish subtitles between the available time codes. This "commercial" setup allows them to avoid the complex alignment approaches found in other studies [26, 27] . They only matched pairs where Swedish and Danish time-stamps differ by less than 0.6 seconds, in order to ensure high quality. Volk and Harder assumed that they could match most of the subtitles except where the Danish translator has changed the time codes sufficiently to fail the strict overlap condition [29] . They state that their alignment approach is pragmatic and requires minimal human inspection, even though it is not sensible beyond this setup, using "genesis" files (Swedish subtitles) as a reference, as demonstrated earlier by Tiedemann [25] , where, in reality, many translations require accurate handling.
It is also worth mentioning the AMARA project 1 [9] , a unique, open, scalable and flexible online collaborative platforms which takes advantage of the power of crowdsourcing and encourages volunteer translation and editing of subtitles of educational videos.
The core value of the AMARA platform is demonstrated by its "faster transcription turnaround while maintaining high levels of user engagement." This could be achieved by the ease of use of the platform and the ability to remotely transcribe a video without the necessity to re-upload it on the platform. Translation can also be verified by other users.
Abdelali et al. [1] used the AMARA content to generate a parallel corpus out of the translations in order to improve an SMT system for the educational domain. They aligned the multi-lingual text of the educational videos and assessed its quality with several measures in comparison with the IWSLT training set, which is very close to the AMARA domain. It is important to note that 75% of the subtitle segments have exact time values among both languages in the pair. This is due to the neat editing environment that makes it easier for users to use existing subtitles as a template to generate translations for other languages. This also makes it ideal for the alignment process as less effort is required to handle partial overlap. This is not the usual case in more open communities such as movie subtitle platforms, which are merely databases for independently generated subtitles. They report an improvement of 1.6 BLEU points absolute when adding the AMARA bi-text to the IWSLT training bi-text for Arabic-to-English SMT.
Method
We look at movie subtitles as a unique source of bi-texts in an attempt to align as many translations of movies as possible in order to improve English to Arabic SMT performance. In comparison to other translation directions, translating from English into Arabic in particular is a rare translation direction and often yields significantly lower results when compared with the opposite direction (Arabic to English).
First, we collected pairs of English-Arabic subtitles of more than 29,000 movies/TV shows, a collection bigger than any pre-existing bilingual subtitles dataset. We then designed a pipeline of heuristic processing in order to eliminate the inherent noise that comes with the subtitles' source in order to yield good quality alignment. We used the time information provided within the subtitle files to develop a "time-overlap" based alignment method. Note that time overlap information is language-independent and it has been proven in previous work to outperform other traditional approaches such as length-based approaches, which rely on sentence boundaries to match translation segments [25] . We attempted to maximize the number of aligned sentence pairs whilst still maintaining the quality of our parallel corpora to minimize noise caused by alignment errors.
After producing our parallel corpora, which vary in size and relative quality, we used them as additional training data for an English-Arabic SMT system. We trained the baseline system on the IWSLT13 training bitext only; we compared this system to the same system but retrained with IWSLT13 data plus our newlyproduced bi-text. We further used the Arabic subtitles to train a language model. Adding each of our alignment models positively impacted the SMT system. In particular, the best system outperforms the baseline by 1.92 BLEU points absolute. Moreover, our method outperformed the results yielded by the best previously available subtitle alignment tool [28] by 0.2 BLUE points absolute.
We provide more detail about the bi-text production below.
Data Gathering
We identified target subtitles from OpenSubtitles using their daily-generated exports, which include references to their entire database of about 3M subtitles (as of May 20th, 2015) along with some useful information. We looked for Arabic and English subtitle files that are provided in the most common SubRip format for consistency. It is common that multiple subtitle versions exist for the same movie in the same language. In this case, we look for movies with matching movie release names to form a pair of subtitles for each movie. Otherwise, the versions are picked randomly. It was apparent later that pairs with matching movie release names yielded a significantly higher alignment ratio than those picked at random.
Preprocessing
We then downloaded the subtitles with the kind help of the administrators of OpenSubtitles. The files were then subject to a set of quality checks such as language, format, encoding identifications, and were further cleansed in order to eliminate unnecessary text such as HTML formatting tags. We also split segments of dialogue between multiple speakers (starting with leading hyphens) into multiple segments and split the original allocated time among them according to their new character length. We excluded corrupt and misidentified subtitle files from our collection, and we ultimately ended up with 29,000 complete pairs of Arabic-English subtitle files of unique movies/TV show episodes.
Bi-text Alignment
We decided to base our bi-text alignment approach on time information given its efficiency with subtitle documents, as found in previous work [25] . Each segment of one of the language pairs is compared to the segments of the other and the segment time information is used to discover overlaps. When an overlap is identified, a predefined overlap ratio threshold is applied to decide whether to count the segment pair as a valid translation or to exclude it from the final corpus. The ratio is a modified version of the Jaccard index and is defined as follows:
where intersect is the time period in which both segments overlap over the movie's runtime, while union is the period both segments cover together, i.e., the timespan from the start of the earliest segment to the end of the latest one.
We define and distinguish between overlaps here as (i) partial overlaps where the starting time value of a segments lies within the other segment's (from the other document) time interval and its end value is found beyond that interval, and vice-versa, and (ii) complete overlaps where both the start and the end time value of one segment lies within the other segment's time interval and vice-versa.
This framework allows us to decide at which side of the pair to iterate next given the kind of overlap. Furthermore, the overlap is only considered a match between two overlapping segments when a predefined minimal overlap ratio threshold is met. We define this ratio as follows: given the start and the end time values for the English and the Arabic segment, we identify the minimum (soonest) and the maximum (latest) start times, startM in and startM ax, respectively and regardless of the language. And we do the same for the minimum and for the maximum end times as well, endM in and endM ax. Then we decide the amount of overlap/intersect between the segment (endM in − startM ax) by the total/union time covered by both (endM ax − startM in) using the formula above.
The ratio provides an indexation of the magnitude of the overlap given the length of the segments. Setting a threshold below 1 (strictest) allows a window for partial and complete overlap cases, described earlier, with excess trailing or leading time intervals beyond or before the actual overlapping interval, respectively, to be matched. This tolerance window is essential for the nature of our data since subtitles are typically compiled with independently defined time values and, thus, are positioned with organic variations between different versions along the movie runtime. And, as described earlier, it is less likely that two versions will have an exact number of segments with exact timestamps.
Finally, we extend the above algorithm to handle not only 1-1 matches but also 1:M ones. We simply look for 1-1 matches as usual and, in case the segments do not meet the minimum overlap ratio threshold and depending on the state of the false overlap, we will expand one side of the segments in the pair by concatenating its time value with the next segment on its side and, hence, calculate a new overlap ratio. The expansion continues on one side of the pair up to five adjacent segments, and then stops if no matches are found, and continues searching for 1-1 matches again and so on. If multiple segments match, they are concatenated into one line and white-space separated.
We only consider expanding one side and not both in a single match, i.e., oneto-many (1-M) and not many-to-many (M-M). This is because, for example, two parallel and adjacent segments might not match separately as 1-1, but, when concatenated into 2-2, the longer time intervals might compensate for a higher overlap ratio and, consequently, falsely yield a match. It is even more likely to harvest false matches when expanding further, i.e., 2-3, 3-3, etc. After all, it is less likely that both documents contain a segmentation of the same sentence. Yet, if so, longer sentences that had to be segmented still have a good chance of being matched by the 1-1 alignment condition separately.
Experiments and Evaluation
Below we first describe the baseline system and the evaluation setup; then, we present our subtitle alignment and machine translation experiments.
Baseline System
We built a phrase-based SMT model [14] , as implemented in the Moses toolkit [13] , to train an SMT system translating from English to Arabic. We trained all components of the system (translation, reordering, and language models) on the IWSLT'13 data, 2 which includes a training bi-text of 150K sentences [3] . Following [10] , we normalized the Arabic training, development and test data using MADA [23] , fixing automatically all wrong instances of alef, ta marbuta and alef maqsura. We further segmented the Arabic words using the Stanford word segmenter [17] . For English, we converted all words to lowercase.
We built our phrase tables using the standard Moses pipeline with maxphrase-length of 7 and Kneser-Ney smoothing. We first word-aligned the training bi-text using IBM model 4 [2] on the English-Arabic and on the ArabicEnglish directions; then, we consolidated the two alignments using the grow-diagfinal-and symmetrization heuristics. Then, we trained a phrase-based translation model with the standard features and a maximum length of 7.
We also built a lexicalized reordering model [12] : msd-bidirectional-fe. We further built a 5-gram language model (LM) on the Arabic text with KneserNey smoothing using KenLM [7] . We tuned the models using pairwise ranking optimization (PRO) [8] with the length correction of [20] 3 with 1000-best lists, using the IWSLT'13 tuning dataset. We tested on the IWSLT'13 test dataset, which we decoded using the Moses [13] decoder to produce Arabic translations, which we then desegmented.
In order to ensure stability, we performed three reruns of MERT for each experiment, and we report evaluation results averaged over the three reruns, as suggested in [4] .
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Evaluation Setup
One of the issues when translating into Arabic are the common mistakes in written Arabic text such as incorrect glyphs, punctuation, and other orthographic features of the language. With 29K pairs of different movies, it would be unrealistic to attempt to model them. Furthermore, the Arabic references provided by IWSLT in both the tuning and the testing sets are no exception from these random errors, which is an issue for scoring outputs of the systems when they are expected to produce proper Arabic. In fact, it is shown to affect the IWSLT baseline system score by more than two BLEU points with the NIST v13 scoring tool [24] . Therefore, we normalize both the tuning and the testing references with the QCRI Arabic Normalizer v3.0, 4 which use MADA's morphological analysis to output an enriched form of Arabic; it also standardizes the digits to appear all in Arabic and converts all the punctuation to English punctuation to make it possible to tokenize. We apply the same normalization to each system's output after detokenization as a final post-processing step [19] .
Experiments

Subtitle Alignment
We produced two datasets with an overlap ratio threshold of 0.65, one with 1-1 alignments only (i.e., we only allow aligning one English segment to one Arabic segment) and the other one with 1-M alignments 5 (i.e., we allow aligning an English segment to a sequence of one or more consecutive Arabic segments).
We choose the threshold of 0.65 roughly as a midpoint between the most strict condition, 1.0, which is not promising for the open nature of the data, or the less strict condition, 0.5, which creates the possibility of two adjacent segments being viable for a match with the same segment on the other side of the pair, and hence create duplications. Yet, this is only one case of presenting noise to the data, which will be contaminated with partial alignments, i.e., pairs with translations of only half of the other, when lowering the threshold.
We also produced a third 1-M alignment with a stricter (0.85) threshold that excluded pairs yielding less than 20% matches between their original content. We assume that these pairs are likely to be out of sync. We also aim to test whether accounting for quality would enhance the translation performance even at the expense of quantity.
For comparison, we also trained an MT model on a bi-text produced by the best available subtitle alignment tool, subalign, developed by Tiedemann. This tool includes more complex features such as auto-synchronization and matching segments at the sentence level [28] . It does not provide an English-Arabic dictionary for synchronization nor does it support the use of cognates for this language pair, so we set the parameters to default.
The comparisons are in Table 1 . The numbers show an 11.3% increase in the total number of matched pairs and also a 5% increase in the average sentence length in the 1-M model compared to the 1-1 model. The strict 1-M model yields significant drop in the number of sentences and word tokens. Finally, subalign yields a bi-text that is about twice as large as our bi-texts. Yet, as we will see below, this does not mean that it is of better quality. 
Machine Translation
We tested the impact of adding various versions of our bi-text to the training bi-text of the baseline system. We used the movies bi-text in two different ways: (a) we built a separate phrase table, which then we interpolated with the phrase table of the baseline system [18, 22, 31, 32] , and (b) we just concatenated our bi-text with the IWSLT'13 training bi-text in the baseline and trained on the concatenation. We found that option (a) worked better on the 1-1 alignment model, and thus, we decided to use (a) for all models. Table 2 . Evaluation results for various alignment models. Table 2 shows a comparison between the baseline system and the three proposed systems that combine the IWSLT data from the baseline with the subtitles corpora using the corresponding alignment models. The baseline system scored 11.9 BLEU points, which is a replicate of the same results reported on the IWSLT'13 official page. 6 We can see in the table that the simplest model's system, which used the 1-1 alignment, had an advantage over the baseline by only 0.61 BLEU points absolute when we concatenated the texts of both the baseline and the subtitles for training the language model. † , Stephen Cox ‡ , and Preslav Nakov †
We ran another experiment with the same parameters except that in this run, we created separate LMs for the two corpora and then we interpolated them to optimize their weights. This improved the score to 1.71 BLEU points above the baseline score. Furthermore, the 1-M model's system yielded an even better score, 13.98 BLEU points, and is the best system overall. On the other hand, the strict version of the 1-M model only yielded 12.89 BLEU points, which is better than the baseline but worse than the simplest approach, the 1-1 model.
On the other hand, the 1-M strict model's SMT output yielded a better result than the 1-1 model, 12.89 BLEU points, but it is still lower than the original 1-M model. This may imply that SMT independently filters out noise because of its statistical nature and, yet, the translation model may make use of the excess data to compute more accurate statistics.
Finally, we tried to produce a corpus using the OPUS Uplug subalign tool to align the data. The tool comes with its own preprocessor, which we had to use in order to produce output in XML format as expected by the alignment script. Although this tool allows synchronization of subtitles, it requires a dictionary and/or a language model for this feature to work, which were not provided for Arabic and the time was not feasible to prepare any. After all, it would be more relevant to compare the output of that tool using only features matching our own model's. subalign managed to harvest about 18M parallel segment lines with longer average sentence length (English) from our subtitle collection, although for Arabic it was contaminated with gibberish caused by poor handling of the UTF-8 character encoding. Several, workarounds were attempted by force re-encode the text, fixing parts of the source code relevant to encoding and enforcing the encoding flag to UTF-8, but these were ineffective. This is also despite the fact the we applied the dos2unix utility to the raw text as instructed to eliminate any special DOS-related characters. Thus, the BLEU evaluation for the SMT pipeline using this corpus is not comparable to the rest.
Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented our efforts towards getting better resources for English-Arabic machine translation of spoken text. We created the largest English-Arabic bi-text to date, and we developed a subtitle segment alignment algorithm, which outperformed the best rivaling tool, subalign. The evaluation results have shown that our dataset, combined with our alignment algorithm, yielded an improvement of over two BLEU points absolute over a strong spoken SMT system.
In future work, we would like to incorporate more sources of information in the process of alignment, e.g., cognates, translation dictionaries, punctuation, numbers, dates, etc. Adding some language-specific information might be interesting too, e.g., linguistic knowledge. We also plan to teach our tool to recognize advertisements, which are typically placed at the beginning or at the end of the file. Another interesting research direction is choosing the best pair of subtitles, in case multiple versions of subtitles exist for the same movie for the source and/or for the target language.
